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powerful & versatile, the adi-2 dac will handle virtually any type of recording,
streaming or mixing application. in addition to the 24-bit, 192khz "dac-in-a-
box", the adi-2 includes two independent headphone amplifiers and two class-
a 24-bit d/a converters. the headphone outputs let you listen to your
recordings in an absolute reference environment, with no recorded sound
reflections or other unwanted noises coming from your speakers. the amplifier
section has all the flexibility needed for any type of playback, either by cable,
or through the wireless connection of the usb port. the adi-2's two headphone
outputs are designed with the iem user in mind. the low-impedance input lets
you listen to your recordings with virtually all types of earphones or phones,
from portable to completely enclosed earpieces. with four high-output iem
outputs, the adi-2 dac presents nothing but the direct and transparent sound
with the iems straight from the headphones. with its innovative delay control
feature, the adc section lets you time-shift, phase-reverse, and distort the
incoming signal with your choice of digital delay or distortion. version 4.5 is a
very worthwhile update to the adi-2. a lot has been added: custom landing
gear struts, wheel pants, prop belts and flaps. by using the setup and
calibration menu the custom components can be added to the aircraft model
without losing its compatibility with x-plane.i was able to add quite realistic
prop, landing gear struts and wheel pants. for the wheel pants i created a pair
of wheels and a plastic landing gear component. i created the landing gear
components in solidworks 3d and converted them in.obj format with a freecad
plugin. the prop belts and struts are modeled in 3ds max and blender using 3d-
gltools. the custom landing gear components can be added to the aircraft
model without loosing its compatibility with x-plane.i added a complete set of
custom made parts to a standard airbus 320-150 with pylons and wheels. it's
the first time i give a try to create my own landing gear struts. but in my
previous experience with 3d-gltools and x-plane i was never happy with the
results. anyway, the result was really great, and it's a nice addition to x-
plane.the wheels and wheel pants are modeled with full rotation but without
scales. in game the wheel pants model is not visible.in case somebody wants
to use the wheels and wheel pants in the aircraft kit packer he/she has to pass
the 6d-rim and the already existing wheel pants model to the owner of the
aircraft kit packer. the model of the wheel pants is built in.x file format and
can be saved in a.x file format with the wheels and wheel pants.the 360°
rotation function of the wheels and wheel pants works fine. you have to wait
for the aircraft to land.with the new custom landing gear components several
possibilities are opened for the future: an extra landing gear strut, extra wheel
pants or extra prop belts.i am quite satisfied with my first implementation of
custom landing gear struts for an aircraft model. the wheels will be removed
from the aircraft and the wheel pants will fit the struts perfectly. the wheels
will be placed far away from the aircraft.the mockup shows the new model for
the landing gear struts.
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if you need to add functions to a panel, you can do this by dragging and
dropping the function from the menu to the panel in the panel editor. you can

also change the configuration options of the function. for instance, you can
change the function for a function with the function name turnoff. you can use
the panel editor to change a panel's configuration, layout, and appearance. for

instance, you can change the layout, display name, and image by dragging
and dropping. you can also change all the settings of a function by dragging
and dropping. you can also change the name of a function. the adx2go music

server connects to your computer or smartphone via wi-fi, and is fully
controllable by a smartphone app. it includes a built-in wi-fi antenna, a 3.5mm

headphone jack, a 3.5mm line input and a usb port. it can record, playback,
browse, and manage audio and video files, and includes a sd card slot for

recording and transferring audio. assembled in the usa, the draconn is
designed for both military and commercial applications. the dcac model

provides enhanced tactical communications reliability and performance, and
improved survivability in a high threat operating environment. features include

an integrated built-in gps receiver, an integrated satellite antenna, a duplex
radio system for voice and data, a programmable modem, a wireless lan

(802.11 b/g/n) interface, a security function, and a high-performance, full-
featured operating system (draconn os) based on linux. file description:airbus

a320-200 fs2004 freeware add-on - heavy version assembled by
stefano.piccininiemail.it - 2003 copyright. this heavy version uses microsoft

(trade mark) default panel and sounds. original accurate fs2004 compliant fly
dynamics by stefano piccinini - www.stefanopiccinini.it/hangar/index.html -
mozambique airlines livery textures by mario coelho. visual model by mike

stone. 5ec8ef588b
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